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Abstract—In this paper, we develop an analytical framework
to compute the Quality-of-Experience (QoE) metrics of video
streaming in wireless networks. Our framework takes into account the system dynamics that arises due to the arrival and
departure of flows. We also consider the possibility of users
abandoning the system on account of poor QoE. Considering
the coexistence of multiple services such as video streaming and
elastic flows, we use a Markov chain based analysis to compute
the user QoE metrics: probability of starvation, prefetching delay,
average video quality and bitrate switching. Our simulation
results validate the accuracy of our model and describe the impact
of scheduler at eNB on the QoE metrics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The proliferation of high-definition ephemeral video content has made video streaming the dominant contributor of
modern-day mobile traffic. A recent study claims that video
traffic (e.g., TV videos, video streaming, live video services)
will represent 90% of the Internet traffic by 2021 [1]. While
significant progress has been made in recent years towards
increasing the capacity of cellular networks, users’ Quality of
Experience (QoE) has become a challenging and prominent
issue. To efficiently trade-off network performance and QoE,
researchers are exploring HTTP Adaptive Streaming (HAS)
enabled architectures [2]–[4]. Dynamic Adaptive Streaming
over HTTP (MPEG-DASH) has become a very popular HAS
standard in recent years. With DASH, videos are streamed
over HTTP from a video server where multiple versions of the
source video are pre-encoded at different bitrates. Due to the
highly variable nature of wireless channels, video interruptions
are more likely to occur when the video quality is kept constant
throughout the duration of the video session. The key concept
in DASH is to dynamically adapt the video quality to match
the network bandwidth. This, in turn, will reduce the number
of playback interruptions. The design goal of DASH is to
simultaneously obtain superior performance over different key
metrics such as buffering delay, playback interruptions, average
bitrate (video quality), and temporal variability of streaming
quality. However, in an environment with highly variable
throughput, simultaneously attaining good performance across
all these metrics is an extremely challenging task.
While the quality of experience is a subjective quantity,
there are metrics which help us quantify a user’s QoE. The

probability of starvation (stall/rebuffering) and the average
video quality are obvious QoE metrics. Video clients typically
prefetch some content before playout and also wait before
playout after a starvation event. This causes a delay before
playout which affects user experience. The average initial
startup delay and rebuffering delay (delay post a starvation
event) quantify this aspect of user QoE. With adaptive streaming, the user’s video quality could change over time. Frequent
quality switches are found to be detrimental to the user’s
QoE. Thus, the frequency of quality switching is another QoE
metric.
Recent works have developed approaches to understand
how some metrics such as probability of starvation, startup delay, video quality and quality switches, influence the
users’ abandonment rate. Different metrics vary in the degree
in which they impact the user abandonment rate. Authors in
[5]–[7] showed that the time spent on rebuffering during a
video session can significantly reduce the user abandonment
rate. They found that the percentage of time spent in buffering
(buffering ratio) has the largest impact on the user engagement
across all types of content. For example, a 1% increase in
buffering ratio can reduce the audience retention by more than
three minutes for a 90-minute video. The impact of video
quality on user engagement was investigated in [5], where
it was found that watching time decreased between 1 and 3
minutes for every 1% increase in the buffering time.
A. Related work
Due to the increasing popularity of streaming video over
wireless networks, there is a need to understand, both qualitatively and quantitatively, QoE performance metrics such as
buffering delay, playback interruptions, average bitrate (video
quality), and temporal variability of streaming quality. QoE
issues, in different context, has been studied earlier [8], [9].
From the network operators’ perspective, the ability to predict
QoE of adaptive video flows is crucial towards designing
efficient resource allocation mechanism. Network operators
typically classify services as either real-time or elastic traffic
to guarantee their quality of service requirements. However,
they face difficulty when it comes to video streaming services
because these services encompass attributes of both real-time
and elastic traffic. In [10], the authors have modeled the

starvation probability and the moment generating function of
starvation events in the scenario where the bandwidth is evenly
shared by competing video streams. This is one of the earliest
work that tries to resolve this difficulty. However, these models
are more suitable to study non-adaptive video streaming traffic.
In [11], the authors formulate the QoE maximization as
an optimization problem and provide optimal rate allocation
for video streaming in a wireless network considering user
dynamics. The integration of elastic and adaptive streaming
services was considered in [12] where performance bounds for,
three key performance indicators, mean video bit rate, deficit
rate and buffer surplus were presented. In [13], the authors
analytically quantify a few important QoE metrics of adaptive
video streaming in the presence of elastic flows, and arrival
and departure of flows.
B. Contribution and organisation
We develop a flow-level model for the performance of
adaptive streaming with flow arrival and departures. We extend
this model to scenarios where users may leave the system
before finishing their service. This can happen when the user’s
video stream experiences starvation, large start-up delay or
poor quality. More specifically, we present an analytical framework to evaluate the impact of user leaving on account of poor
QoE (balking). We derive approximations for the QoE metrics
such as probability of starvation, average prefetching delay,
average video bitrate and rate of bitrate switching accounting
for user balking. Then, we go on to investigate the impact of
schedulers, in particular, proportional fairness scheduler [14]
and D-VIEWS [15] under user dynamics. Our theoretical study
reveals that D-VIEWS scheduler is able to achieve a significant
reduction of bitrate video switching while efficiently utilizing
the network resources under dynamic flows and mobility.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in
section II we present the system model. Generic stability
conditions and the Markov model of our system are presented
in section III and IV, respectively. Analytical expressions for
the various QoE metrics are presented in section V. Result
of extensive simulations that were conducted to validate our
analysis for Proportional Fairness (PF) scheduler as well as
D-VIEWS schedulers are presented in section VI. Finally, in
section VII, we conclude the paper.
II. S YSTEM MODEL
A. System description
We consider co-existing adaptive video streams and nonadaptive traffic over a single-cell network with a population
of mobile users. With adaptive video streaming, each video is
divided into multiple segments, and each segment is encoded
into multiple bitrates/resolutions at the server. Let L = {`1 <
`2 < · · · < `m } denote the set of video bitrates supported by
adaptive video streams.
We assume that there are K different user classes, and
each class represents a category of statistically identical users
in term of flow sizes, arrival rates and channel statistics. Flows
of class k arrive at a rate λk and have sizes that follow
a given distribution function Dk (.), with mean 1/θk . For
adaptive video streams and non-adaptive traffic, the flow size
are presented in seconds and bits, respectively. The arrival
processes are assumed to be independent Poisson processes.
Thus, the arrival rate of a flow is given as λ = λ1 + · · · + λK .
Let KD and KE be the set of user classes for adaptive video
flows and non adaptive flows, respectively.

We also consider the scenario where streaming users, due to
poor video quality, could leave the system before their video
stream has been completed [5], [7]. Thus, a departure from
the system could be due to a user finishing service or a user
leaving before its service finishes (user abandonment). Denote
by X = (n1 , . . . , nK ) the state space of our system, where nk
denotes the number of class-k flows in the system.
B. LTE eNB scheduler
Current cellular base stations incorporate sophisticated
radio resource management techniques for flow scheduling.
In this section, we briefly present the well-known and popular
utility-based scheduling policies. In such policies, a utility is
attributed to the users’ average throughput. In this paper, we
restrict ourselves to the well-known class of fairness measure
called α-fairness [16]. Specifically, we have
(
log ri if αi = 1
ui (ri ) = ri 1−αi
otherwise
1−αi
where ri is user i’s long-term average throughput. We recall
that α-fairness is a general fairness measure that satisfies the
four axioms from [14]. If αi = 1, α-fairness becomes the wellknown proportional fairness; when all αi → ∞, it becomes
max-min fairness.
In [15], the authors designed D-VIEWS scheduler which
enforces bitrate stability for each adaptive video stream. DVIEWS allocates radio resources to each video streaming flow
based on its current channel state and the set of available video
bitrates. This set is predefined by the streaming service and is
usually fixed. The main goal of D-VIEWS was to ensure that
the average throughput attained by the adaptive video streams
takes values only in the set of the bitrates available at the
server. This assures video bitrate stability, while efficiently
utilizing the network resources. D-VIEWS only needs to be
aware of the peak video bitrates and requires no changes to
the streaming client and other network functions.
III. G ENERIC STABILITY CONDITIONS
In this section, we study stability conditions under a given
scheduler. We start our analysis by considering the case where
only adaptive video flows are present in the system and all
classes have identical channel statistics. Let RD be the average
throughput when there is a single user in the system. We define
ρk = λθkk ; it represents the video duration coming into the
system from class k, also referred to as traffic
intensity of
P
adaptive video flows from class k. ρD = k∈KD ρi is then
the total traffic intensity of adaptive video flows.
Under a given scheduler, let G(n) be the gain in throughput
in comparison to a channel oblivious round-robin scheduling.
Since the relative scheduling gains are identical for all classes
then the throughput received by an adaptive flow is r(~n) =
RD G(n)
. This gain function will be increasing, reflecting the
n
fact that the total throughput gains increase with the degree of
multi-user diversity. It has its limit G∗ = lim G(n).
n→∞
If the system is in state ~n then between t and t + δt each
D G(n)
user obtains an amount of service equal to Rnl(~
n) δt. Thus
the remaining service (in seconds) of an adaptive video flow
D G(n)
is reduced at rate Rn`(~
n) , which means that the remaining
service requirements evolve in a similar probabilistic fashion as
the remaining service requirements in a multi-class ProcessorSharing (PS) system with arrival rates λk , generic service

D G(n)
requirements θk , and service rate Rn`(~
n) . Based on Cohen’s
paper [17], the stability condition for such a system is given
by
RD G∗
ρD `1
<1
(1)
ρD <
or
`1
RD G∗

Furthermore, under this stability condition, the probability
of having n users in the system is
n
 ρ n n Y
G(j) o−1
D
P (X = n) = c
RD
`(j)
j=1

(2)

where c is a normalization constant. Using Little’s law, we get
the expected time in the system for a user of class k as
E[Sk ] =

E(n)
θ k ρD

(3)

Let us now consider a scenario where both adaptive video
and other flows are sharing the capacity. In such a setting, the
process sharing equivalence is not valid directly and the calculation of stationary distribution needs additional assumptions
on the service time. So, we study the stability condition of the
system under general conditions. Here each class represents a
category of statistically identical users in term of flow sizes,
arrival rates and channel statistics. Let Rk be the average when
there is a single user of class-k in the system.
For adaptive streaming users, the video bitrate decreases as
the number of active flows increases. In fact, when the system
approaches the stability limit, the adaptive video flows uses
minimum quality l1 . Hence, stability is guaranteed when the
sum of offered loads for all classes is less than 1, i.e.,
X
X
ρk `1
ρk
+
<1
(4)
k∈KD Rk G∗
k∈KE Rk G∗
IV. M ARKOV MODEL
For ease of presentation, we just consider just two classes
of traffic: adaptive video flows (class-1), and non-adaptive
video traffic (class-2)1 .
A. Markov model for the system dynamics
Under a given scheduler2 , (e.g., proportional fairness or
D-VIEWS), let rj (~n) be the average rate of a user of classj ∈ {1, 2}. Here, ~n = (n1 , n2 ), and nk is the number of users
in class-k. Since adaptive video streaming protocols, such as
DASH, tend to match the video bitrate to the available channel
rate, the user’s video bitrate of class-1 depends only on the
state of the system ~n(t). Let `(~n) denote the video bit-rate of
a user of class-1 when the system in state ~n.
Given the assumption of exponential distributed video
size, the service time of a mobile user is also exponentially
distributed. This implies that the departure of a mobile users
given the current state at time t is independent of the past.
We assume that the times till departure of the different users,
due to ‘impatience’, are independent exponentially distributed
random variables. Under the above mentioned assumptions, the
dynamics of coexisting mobile users in the cell can be depicted
1 We recall that each class of users represents a category of statistically
identical users in term of flow sizes, arrival rates and channel statistics. We
would like to remark that our analysis can be easily extended to scenarios
with multiple classes.
2 This study may use any scheduler at eNB but for simulation we use
proportional fairness or D-VIEWS

as a continuous time Markov chain (CTMC) with state space
X.
The slots for the scheduler at the base station are in
milliseconds, whereas the video segment playout happens in
seconds. The timescale of the user arrival and departure process is in hundreds of seconds. Thus, the scheduler dynamics
happen at a much faster time scale than the video segment
playout and the user arrival and departure dynamics. Due
to this timescale separation, the slot-wise variations in the
channel rate and users’ average channel rate between the state
transitions are negligible. Thus, we can then assume that, when
the system state is ~n,
• the average channel rate of a user of class-j is rj (~n)
and
• the average video bit-rate for video streaming (class-1)
is given by `(~n).
Let us denote the rate transition matrix for the CTMC,
{~n(t) ∈ X } by Q. Let us denote by {ej , j = 1, 2}, the
standard basis for N2 , with ej a unit vector with 1 in the
j th position. Now, Q(~n, ~n + ej ) = λj (λj is the arrival rate
of class-j flows) and Q(~n, ~n − ej ) = νj (~n) where νj (~n) is
ν1 (~n)
ν2 (~n)

n1 r1 θ1
+ n1 γ(~n)
`(~n)
= n2 r2 θ2
=

(5)
(6)

where γ(~n) is the departure rate of adaptive video flows (class1 users) due of poor QoE in state ~n, and 1/θj mean size of
the flows in class-j ∈ {1, 2}. The first term in the above
equations corresponds to departures due to users finishing
service, whereas the second term in eq. 5 for video streaming,
i.e., class-1, corresponds to users leaving system before their
video is downloaded. The CTMC, ~n(t) is a finite irreducible
Markov chain and hence has a unique stationary distribution.
Let us denote this distribution by π , {π(~n) : ~n ∈ X }.
B. The tagged class-1 user Markov chain and probability of
finishing
The QoE computation of the class-1 user, i.e., adaptive
video flow, requires us to study the system dynamics as seen
by a class-1 user in its sojourn in the system. This can be
modeled as a CTMC with absorbing states. Let us denote by
Y1 (t) the state of the system as seen by a class-1 user. We
note the state space of Y1 = {Y1 (t), t ≥ 0} same as that
of X with the exception that Y1 has two absorbing states F
and B corresponding to the user finishing service and the user
leaving the system before its video is completely downloaded
(balking). Let us denote the rate transition matrix for Y1 (t) by
Q1 . As before, the transition rate of the for the arrival of a
new user is Q1 (~n, ~n + ej ) = λj for j ∈ {1, 2}. The transition
rate from state ~n to the absorbing states is given by
Q1 (~n, F ) =

r1 (~n + e1 )θ1
l(~n + e1 )

and

Q1 (~n, B) = γ(~n + e1 )

The transition rate from state ~n to ~n − ej is given by
Q1 (~n, ~n − e1 ) = n1 Q1 (~n, F ) + n1 Q1 (~n, B)
Q1 (~n, ~n − e2 ) = n2 r2 (~n + e1 )θ2

(7)
(8)

The additional term e1 of the above equations accounts for
the tagged user of class-1. Let f (~n, F ) be the probability of an
adaptive video flow finishing its service starting out in state ~n.
Now, we use the standard method to compute the probability of

landing in an absorbing state when the user enters the system
in any transient state. We first rewrite the transition probability
matrix in its canonical form.
A
T



A

T

I
U

0
T



where T and A denote the set of transient and absorbing
states, respectively. For our system we have two absorbing
and multiple transient states. Thus, the probability of being
absorbed in state ~j when the user joins the network at state
~i is given by f (~i, ~j) which is the i, j th entry of the matrix
F = (I − T)−1 U. In our case the f (~n, F ) = F~n,1 .
V. Q O E METRICS
In this section we focus on the QoE of adaptive video
flows, i.e, class-1 users. QoE metrics offer a means to describe,
qualitatively and quantitatively, users’ perception of the quality
of a video stream. The following list includes few popular key
performance indicators in adaptive video streaming services:
pre-fetching delay, probability of starvation, duration of starvation, average video bitrate and rate of video bitrate switches.
We note that the overall QoE for a user could possibly be
quantified as some combination of the above metrics. We
describe these metrics and their computation in subsequent
sections. Besides this QoE metrics, a network operator would
also be interested in the probability that the user leaves the
system before in the middle of the stream.
We can compute the above metrics for users who finish
service as well as for users who leave before finishing with
our model. However, it seems reasonable to focus only on
the QoE of users who have finished their service. Hence, for
computation of the QoE metrics, we restrict our attention to
only those users who finish service.
A. Mean start-up delay
A streaming client usually waits for the playout buffer to
have some video segments before beginning playout. Also, if
the playout buffer becomes empty during playout, the client
needs to re-buffer, i.e., wait for some video segments, before it
can resume playing the video. While this can lead to a delay
in the video playout, it avoids potential recurrent starvation
events which happen when the playout buffer is empty. The
amount of video segments that the playout buffer needs to have
before the client begins (or restart playout after starvation) is
called the the startup threshold.
Let q(t) denote the number of seconds in the playout buffer
at time t. Assuming that there is no starvation in the interval
[t, t + h], r to be the average channel rate and ` the average
video bitrate in [t, t + h], we get

q(t) + rh/`,
during prefetching,
q(t + h) =
(9)
max{0, q(t) − h + rh/`}, otherwise.
Let Dqa (q, ~n) be the expected startup delay for a class-1 user,
given the initial entry state ~n, the current buffer duration q and
the startup delay threshold qa . We note that Dqa (q, ~n) = 0 for
n)
1 (~
all q ≥ qa . Let b(~n) = rl(~
n) > 0. After an infinitesimal
amount of time h, the queue length increases from q to q +
b(~n)h. This gives rise to the following dynamics of Dqa (q, ~n)

for user class 1
Dqa (q, ~n) = (1 − λh − ν(~n)h)(h + Dqa (q + b(~n)h, ~n))
X2
+
λj h · Dqa (q + b(~n)h, ~n + ej )
j=1
X2
+
νj (~n)h · Dqa (q + b(~n)h, ~n − ej ) (10)
j=1

where λ = λ1 + λ2 and ν(~n) = ν1 (~n) + ν2 (~n). Rearranging
Eq. (10), and taking the limit h → 0, we obtain the following
set of ordinary differential equation
d
b(~n) Dqa (q, ~n) = −1 + (λ + ν(~n))dqa (q, ~n))
dq
X2
−
(λj dqa (q, ~n + ej ) + νj (~n)dqa (q, ~n − ej )) (11)
j=1

The boundary condition of Dqa (q, ~n) is given by
D (qa , ~n) = 0. Let Dqa (q) be a vector of the expected startup
delay at different states of Markov chain for given qa and q.
Then, equation (11) can be rewritten as follows
qa

d qa
D (q) = B(QDqa (q) − 1)
dq

(12)

1
where B is a diagonal matrix with b(~
n) as its entries, and 1 is
a column vector of all ones. The solution of the above ODE
is as follows

Dqa (q) = eBQq C + Q−1 1

(13)

where C is the constant of integration, and can be computed
using the boundary condition Dqa (qa ) = 0. Thus, we get


Dqa (q) = I − eBQ(q−qa ) Q−1 1
(14)
Now, the expected startup delay for a class-1 user entering
the system (i.e., q = 0) for different state of the system (i.e.,
{Dqa (0, ~n), ∀~n}) is given by

Dqa (0) = I − e−BQqa Q−1 1
(15)
Since the arrival process is Poisson, the probability that a
class-1 user, upon arriving, sees the systems in state ~n is π(~n)
by PASTA. Thus, we get
Dqa (0) =

(π T F)Dqa (0)
T

(π F)1

(16)

where F is a diagonal matrix with entries f (~n, F ), and π is
a row vector denote the stationary distribution of the system.
B. Probability of starvation
We assume that a class-1 user experiences starvation is
system states ~n where the channel rate r1 (~n) is less than the
lowest available video bit-rate (`min ). Let B = {~n ∈ X :
r1 (~n+e1 ) < `min }. We note that in practice, the user’s playout
buffer may have sufficient video segments so that the user visits
and exits a state in set B before its playout buffer depletes. In
such cases, the user may not experience starvation even though
it visits the set B in its sojourn. Thus, our assumption gives us
an upper bound on the probability of starvation. The bounds
are very close to the actual values in the regime where video
sizes and inter-arrival time of video requests are large.
For the embedded DTMC, {Ŷ (t), t ∈ N}, we have two
absorbing states, F and A. Let us consider a class-1 user

which enters the system in state ~n0 and finishes service at
a random time T without aborting its service in the middle,
i.e., its corresponding Markov chain hits F eventually. Then
n
o
P (~n) , P Ŷ (t) ∈ B for some n|Ŷ (T ) = F, Ŷ (0) = ~n0
gives us the probability that this user experiences starvation
in its sojourn in the system. Let P (~n, F ) = P{Ŷ (t) ∈
B for some n, Ŷ (T ) = F |Ŷ (0) = ~n}. Define the taboo
probability as

M t (~n, m)
~ , P Ŷ (t) = m,
~ Ŷ (t0 ) ∈
/ B,∀0 < t0 < t
|Ŷ (0) = ~n
i.e., M (~n0 , ~n) is the probability the chain {Ŷ (t), t ∈ N} moves
from state ~n0 to state ~n in t steps without entering the taboo
set B. Then, for ~n ∈ X − B,
X
X X
M 1 (~n0 , m)f
~ (m,
~ F)
M t (~n, ~n0 )
P (~n, F ) =
t∈N ~
n0 ∈X −B

m∈B
~

This says that the probability the chain {Ŷ (t), t ∈ N} visits
a state in B, starting from state ~n, in t + 1 steps is equal to the
probability that it moves from ~n to any state ~n0 ∈ X − B in t
steps, and then it moves from ~n0 to m
~ in 1 step. For ~n ∈ B,
P (~n) = 1. Otherwise, P (~n) = P (~n, F )/f (~n, F ).
Thus, the unconditional probability of starvation for users
of class-1 who finish service is given by
P
n)f (~n, F )P (~n)
∈X π(~
P = ~nP
(17)
n)f (~n, F )
~
n∈X π(~
In the preceding computation, we assumed that if the
tagged class-1 user visits a state in B, it stays long enough
in that state so that its playback buffer depletes to 0 before it
exits the state. This ignores the possibility that there could be a
transition from a state in B to X \ B before the buffer depletes
to 0, thus avoiding starvation. Thus P , as computed above,
gives us an upper bound on the probability of starvation. Next
we describe an approximation which takes into account this
possibility.
Accounting for the effect of transitions: We consider two
possibilities : (a) avoiding starvation due to prefetching and
(b) tagged user avoiding starvation by exiting B before the
buffer depletes to 0. With this, the probability of starvation
for a class-1 user entering the system in state ~n and finishing
service is given by
P (~n) = p(~n)f (~n, F )
+ (1 − p(~n))

X

M (~n, ~n0 )P̂ (~n, ~n0 )f (~n0 , F ) (18)

~
n0 ∈X

where p(~n) is the probability that the users buffer depletes to 0
before transition out of state ~n. The quantity p(~n) accounts for
the impact of pre-fetching. The term P̂ (~n, ~n0 ) is the probability
that the users video is starved after it transits from state ~n to
~n0 . If ~n ∈ X \ B, p(~n) = 0, if n~0 ∈ X \ B, P̂ (~n, n~0 ) = P (n~0 ).
If ~n, n~0 ∈ B, P̂ (~n, n~0 ) = 1. If ~n ∈ X \ B and n~0 ∈ B, we have

where p(~n, n~0 ) is the probability that the user’s buffer depletes
to 0 before transition out of state ~n0 given that just prior to ~n0
the user visited state ~n. The term p(~n, ~n0 ) takes into account
the possibility of avoiding starvation by user transiting out of
~n0 ∈ B before its buffer depletes to 0. It is a function of ~n
and ~n0 since the initial buffer value just prior to entering ~n0 is
a function of ~n and the rate of buffer depletion then on is a
function of ~n0 .
Computation of p(~n, ~n0 ) and p(~n): For computing p(~n)
for ~n ∈ B̂, we need to find the time for the buffer to deplete
to 0 for a user entering system in state ~n. Let us denote this
time by T (~n). The term T (~n) includes (a) the time to prefetch
qa seconds of video and (b) the time to deplete the prefetched
video. Assuming the prefetching video bitrate is `1 and using
Equation (9), we get
T (~n) = qa /(r(~n + e1 )/`1 ) + qa /(1 − (r(~n + e1 )/`1 ) (20)
The sojourn time in state ~n is exponentially distributed
with parameter |Q(~n, ~n)|. Hence the quantity p(~n) is given by
exp(−|Q(~n, ~n)|T (~n)).
We now compute p(~n, ~n0 ) with ~n ∈ X \ B and ~n0 ∈ B.
Let T (~n, ~n0 ) be the time required for the buffer to deplete to 0
when the Markov chain transitions from ~n to ~n0 . Let us assume
that just before transition, the buffer size is b(~n) sec. Then, as
`(~n0 + e1 ) = `min , using Equation (9), we get
T (~n, ~n0 ) = b(~n)/(1 − r(~n0 + e1 )/`1 )

(21)

and p(~n, ~n0 ) is then given by exp(−|Q(~n0 , ~n0 )|T (~n, ~n0 )).
Note that the startup delay and the starvation probabilities
can be used to compute the expected buffering time. In fact, the
expected buffering time is equal to the product of the start-up
delay in each re-buffering and the mean number of starvation
events (including the initial pre-fetching).
C. The average video bitrate
For computing the average video bitrate of a tagged class1 user, we need to find the proportion of time that the
corresponding Markov chain spends in different states. Let us
denote by N (~n, ~n0 ) the average number of times that a class-1
user entering the system in state ~n spends in state ~n0 given
that the user finishes service. It is given by
P
M t (~n, ~n0 )f (~n0 , F )
0
N (~n, ~n ) = t∈N
(22)
f (~n, F )
The proportion of time, τ (~n, ~n0 ) that this tagged user
spends in ~n0 can be approximated as
N (~n, ~n0 ) |Q(~n10 ,~n0 )|
τ (~n, ~n0 ) = P
1
n, ~k) |Q(~k,
~
~
k∈X N (~
k)|

(23)

Thus, the average video bitrate V (~n) for a class-1 user
entering the system in state ~n given that the user finishes
service is given by
X
V (~n) =
τ (~n, ~k)`(~k)
(24)
~
k∈X

0

0

0

P̂ (~n, ~n ) = p(~n, ~n )f (~n , F )
X
+ (1 − p(~n, ~n0 ))
M (~n0 , m)
~ P̂ (n~0 , m)f
~ (m,
~ F ) (19)
m∈X
~

and the unconditional average video bitrate V is given by
P
n)f (~n, F )V (~n)
∈X π(~
V = ~nP
(25)
n)f (~n, F )
~
n∈X π(~

Let S(~n) denote the average number of bitrate switches
that a class-1 user experiences during its sojourn given that it
enters the system in state ~n and that it finishes service. This
is given by
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Fig. 1. Average rate of switching: comparison of simulation results (white)
and analytic results (green) for different traffic loads.
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D. The average rate of bitrate switches
The DASH client can experience video bitrate switches,
during a state transition, due to a change in the average
channel rate available to the client. For buffer based DASH
clients, video bitrate switches can happen even between state
transitions, if the average channel rate in a state does not equal
any of the available video bitrates. Let s(~n) denote the number
of switches that a class-1 user experiences when it visits state
~n, during a single visit. Let z(~n, ~n0 ) denote the number of
switches that a class-1 user experiences when it transitions
from state ~n to ~n0 , during a single ~n to ~n0 transition. Let
N (~n, ~k, ~k 0 ) denote the average number of ~k to ~k 0 transitions
seen by a class-1 user that enters the system in state ~n and
finishes its service. This is given by
P
M t (~n, ~k)M (~k, ~k 0 )f (~k 0 , F )
0
~
~
N (~n, k, k ) = t∈N
(26)
f (~n, F )
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S(~n) = N (~n, ~k)s(~k) + N (~n, ~k, ~k 0 )z(~k, ~k 0 )

(27)

and the unconditional average number of video bitrate switches
S is given by
P
n)f (~n, F )S(~n)
~
n∈X π(~
S= P
(28)
n)f (~n, F )
~
n∈X π(~
We note that the average rate of video bitrate switching for
a video of average duration θ11 is given by S/θ1 .
VI. S IMULATION AND VALIDATION
In this section, we compare the numerical results with the
simulation framework developed using MATLAB. Extensive
simulations have been conducted to validate our analysis using
Proportional Fairness (PF) as well as D-VIEWS schedulers.
The basic scenario is a LTE downlink with a single eNB and
multiple users, including DASH flows and non-adaptive flows.
We implemented DASH video streaming on top of the HTTP
protocol as well as the adaptation algorithm in the clients. Our
model exhibits excellent accuracy.
We simulate a total of 105 users entering the system,
whose arrival into the network is a Poisson process with rate
λj . Each arriving user requests a video whose duration is
exponential distribution, and leaves the system once the file
is downloaded. The set of available DASH bitrates L was
chosen as {0.50, 1.14, 1.78, 3.07, 5.00} M bps The duration of
the flows was assumed to be exponentially distributed with
mean 200 seconds. Furthermore, DASH users adapt their video
bitrate according to a buffer-based strategy while non-adaptive
users download a fixed video bitrate.
We first assume the presence of a bandwidth slicer that
distributes the cell RBs among different traffics and a set of
RBs that are dedicated for adaptive DASH flows. For our
analysis, the channel rates for a single RB are {2, 3, 5}M bps
with probability distribution over these states as {0.2, 0.5, 0.3}.
We investigate the impact of the traffic load on the QoE
metrics. Here we consider three values of the load : 0.4, 0.6 and
0.8, which represent low, medium and high load, respectively.
In Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6, we compare the simulation results
(white) and analytic results (green) for QoE metrics. The

Fig. 2. Average video bitrate: comparison of simulation results (white)
and analytic results (green) for different traffic loads.

simulation results have a variance about the mean which is
represented by an error bar.
Note: The scheduling policy used in this section is a modification of the D-VIEWS scheduler proposed in [15]. The
modification version uses the average throughput of the PF
scheduler itself as the target when the average throughput is
less than `1 (the lowest video bitrate).
A. Average video bitrate and average quality switches
In Fig. 1, we compare the rate of switching as predicted
by the model against simulation results. From Fig. 1, we can
see that our mathematical models are in good agreement with
the simulation results. We note that a higher load incurs lower
switching rate in comparison with lower traffic load. Indeed,
as the traffic load increases, the number of active users in
the system increases. Hence, the throughput received by each
DASH user decreases to a point where the the video quality
chosen is always `1 and does not exhibit much fluctuations.
In Fig.2, we compute the average bitrate of a DASH user
using our explicit model in Eq. 25. One can observe that
each pair of average quality bars from the model and from
the experiments are very close for different values of load
traffic. We observe also that the average bitrate of DASH users
decreases when the traffic load increases.
B. Probability of starvation
Next, we investigate the impact of the traffic load on
the probability of starvation. We plot both the upper bound
(see Fig. 3), which corresponds to the probability to visit a
bad state, and exact model of the probability of starvation
(see Fig. 4) as function of the traffic load. The upper bound
considers only visiting the taboo states whereas the exact
solution accounts for transitioning out of taboo states before
the playout buffer reaches zero. When the system has a high
traffic load, the probability of a DASH user visiting a bad
state is higher. Thus, probability of starvation is high when
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Fig. 3. Probability to visit a bad state in B: comparison of simulation
results (white) and analytic results (green) for different traffic loads.

Fig. 7. Average quality switches: under PF (green) and D-VIEWS (yellow)
schedulers for different traffic loads.
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Fig. 8. Average video quality: under PF (green) and D-VIEWS (yellow)
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Fig. 5. Probability of finishing service: : comparison of simulation results
(white) and analytic results (green) for different traffic loads.
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Fig. 6. Pre-fetching delay: : comparison of simulation results (white) and
analytic results (green) for different traffic loads.

the traffic load is higher. From Figs. 3 and 4, we can see that
our analytical approach predicts the starvation probabilities
accurately. We observe that the upper bound and the exact
solution are very close at low traffic load, and the difference
between them increases with traffic load. Fig. 5 shows that
the analytical model predict with accuracy the probability of
finishing service. We observe that the probability of finishing is
decreasing with traffic load since at high load, the probability

C. Pre-fetching delay
In Fig. 6, we compare the analytically computed prefetching delay against simulation results. The pre-fetching
threshold is 2 video segments which corresponds to 4 seconds
of actual video duration. The video bitrate chosen during prefetching is `1 . Our analytical model predict very well the
prefetching delay for different traffic load. We also observe
that the prefetching delay is slightly impacted by the traffic
load.
D. Proportional fairness vs D-VIEWS
In this section, we compare the performance of D-VIEWS
with Proportional Fairness scheduler (PF) [14] in terms of QoE
metrics using our mathematical framework. We use the same
parameters used for validation in the previous section. We
compare D-VIEWS with PF for three traffic load : 0.4, 0.6
and 0.8.
In Fig. 7, we plot the average number of switches as
function of load traffic. As seen in Fig. 7, D-VIEWS (yellow)
ensures a much lower switching rate among the competing
DASH users than PF (green) scheduler. With D-VIEWS, we
reduce the switching rate by 50−89% while the average bitrate
only decreases by 5 − 18%(see Fig. 8). Indeed, D-VIEWS
allocates radio resources to each DASH user on its current
channel conditions and the set of available peak supported
video bitrates. It ensures that the average throughput of DASH
users takes values only in the set of DASH available bitrates.
The average video quality drop is expected. However, this is
not a disadvantage since the resources that are not being used
can be allocated to non-DASH users.
In Fig. 9, we plot the probability of starvation for different
values of traffic loads under D-VIEWS and PF schedulers. We
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Fig. 9. Probability of starvation: under PF (green) and D-VIEWS (yellow)
schedulers for different traffic loads.
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Fig. 10.
Pre-fetching delay: under PF (green) and D-VIEWS (yellow)
schedulers for different traffic loads.
[10]

observe that the probability of starvation results change by less
than 1%. This is a further validation for the operation of the
D-VIEWS scheduler which is designed to reduce switching
without negatively affecting the probability of starvation.
Finally, we compare D-VIEWS and PF in terms of prefetching delay. As seen in Fig. 10, D-VIEWS achieves a higher
prefetching delay as compared to PF since DASH users are
allocated lesser resources under D-VIEWS as compared to PF.
A straightforward modification (not reported in the original
algorithm) is to use the average throughput of PF scheduler
during start-up/prefetching without generating further switching.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we developed an analytical framework to
compute the QoE metrics of adaptive video streaming in
wireless data networks. Our frameworks takes into account the
dynamics of the system, DASH protocol and the possibility of
users leaving the system on account of poor QoE. Specifically, we derived approximations for probability of starvation,
average startup delay, average video quality and switching
frequency for buffer-based DASH clients. We showed that the
proposed models can accurately predict the QoE metrics under
different values of traffic load. Our analysis also helped us
evaluate the performance of D-VIEWS – our earlier DASHaware scheduling mechanism İn particular, we evaluated the
performance of D-VIEWS as compared with PF in terms of
QoE metrics. Our theoretical study reveals that D-VIEWS
scheduler is able to achieve a significant reduction of bitrate video switching while efficiently utilizing the network
resources under dynamic flows.
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